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Projec t WHIRLWIND report* w i l l be l esued Monthly or b i - n o n t h l y 
from the Servoaschanlema l a b o r a t o r y at the Maeeachueetts I n s t i t u t e 
of Technology aa a v a i l a b l e a n t e r i a l J u s t l f l e a . They are prepared 
for the d l a t r l b u t i o n , to author lxed peraona, of Inforaat lon on h lgh-
apeed d i g i t a l computation. 
In aoae caaea ideaa w i l l be suggested and c i r c u i t s proposed 
which have not been proven i n p r a c t i c e . Aa t e a t s are Bade, r e e u l t a 
w i l l be recorded in l a t e r I s s u e s of the WHIRLWINTJ. 
The Boat rapid and e f f i c i e n t progress in new a i d s t o a a t h e s a t l -
c a l computation can be achieved only through cooperat ion and i n t e r -
change of Information between s c i e n t i f i c groups engaged in t h i s f i e l d . 
Coamenta on the ideaa presented i n theae reports are reque i ted f r o a 
other groups as w s l l as i n f o r a a t l o n on r e s u l t s of work a t o ther l a b o r -
a t o r i o s . Su i tab le l e t t e r s and papers concerning d i g i t a l ooaputat lon 
w i l l , with p e r a l s s l o n of the author , be Included f r o a t l a e t o t i n e . 
Where Inforaat lon f r o a sources o u t s i d e t h i s laboratory la of a non-
c l a s s i f i e d nature, the p u b l i c a t i o n w i l l , at the request of the author, 
so i n d i c a t e . 
Correspondence can be addreaaed to Project WHIRLWIND, Servoaechan-
l s a s laboratory . Bui lding 3 2 , Massachusetts I n s t i t u t e of Technology, 
Cambridge, Kasaachuaett*. 
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Project VHISUrUTD, sponsored at the Massachusetts Inatltute of 
Technology by tbe Special Devices Division of the Office of Research 
and Inventions, U. S. Kavy, la a prograa of reaearch, Investigation, 
and development In the f ie ld of high-speed electronic d ig i ta l coapu-
tatlon. As outlined In Suaaary Report Mo. 1, th l t electronic computer 
It tpeclf lcal ly alaed at the aolutlon of aircraft atabll lty and con-
trol probleat but wi l l also provide for the aolutlon of certain other 
clataaa of tc lent l f l c probleat at well aa the f ie ld of non-linear 
ordinary differential equations. Coapletlon of a final coaputer wil l 
require several yeara. Suaaary reportt wi l l be letued froa tlae to 
t lat Indicating the latett results and trend*. 
Vhen the project vat organised In December 1944 plana were baaed 
on the ute of analogue coaputatlon. It be cane apparent that analogue 
asthodt would lead to excettlve coaplexlty and that other computing 
technique a ahould be studied. High-speed electronic d ig i ta l coaputa-
tlon Is now being Investigated In an effort to develop conponerts for 
application to the probleas of laasl late Interest . 
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1 . SUMKaRT 
In December, 1944, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Division of Industrial Cooperation, undertook to develop for the liavy 
a generalised Bultl-«nglne f l ight trainer. This was an outgrowth of 
work during the war by the Special Devices Division of the Bureau of 
Aeronautics which was later transferred to the Office of Research and 
Intent ions* 
Several f l ight trainers had been designed for lavy aircraft . These 
Included the PBM, the T6T, and the FB4T2. The trainers had proven so 
valuable and the representation of f lying conditions so satisfactory 
that an sztenslon into the generalised f ie ld of aircraft simulation 
appeared possible . The proposed research and development at M.l.T. 
had two broad objectives. One was the design of equipment for general-
ised training purposes and the second that this f l ight trainer equipment 
should be suff ic iently accurate to serve as an aircraft s tabi l i ty and 
oontrol computer. 
as a s tabi l i ty and control analyser the equipment would be set up 
In accordance with information obtained from wind tunnel model teats 
of a proposed aircraft deelgn to solve the equations of motion for the 
aircraft as a rigid body in space and to compute sufficient of the 
aerodynamic forcee to predict the flying quality of the tentative 
design. 
an aircraft cockpit complete in detai l would permit a teet p i lo t to 
evaluate aircraft performance, and f l ight Instruments would respond as 
expected for the new aircraft deelgn. Control forces would be computed 
and applied to the cockpit controls and proper sound and vibration 
incorporated. 
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The reaulta would be obtained not only aa impressions and opinions 
of the teat pi lot but alao aa completely recorded data showing notion 
of cockpit controla and resulting reaponaa of the a ircraft . To accon-
pliah this , some 30 or acre Tarlablea would be recorded. 
Since huaan pi lot reactions do determine in part the aircraft f l ight 
behavior, thin analyser haa the advantage of including an actual pi lot 
rather than synthesiting hlo reactlona. Because huaan reaponse ia a 
factor in the problem, indicated aircraft response Bust occur in real 
t ine. To compute aircraft motion on a one-to-one time acale wil l re-
quire much higher solution rataa than have before been required of 
mathematical computation lev lces . This and other problama made a surrey 
period necessary before the start of actual computer design. 
Contract I0a(e)6216 waa aet up to permit a study of the propoaed 
aircraft analyser and to study the feas ib i l i ty of designing such a 
deTlce. Certain obTious problems which had given trouble in the air-
craft trainers were solved during the earlier phases of thla contract. 
One auch was the control force loading equipment to provide proper fee l 
for the cockpit controls. 
The heart of a device such as the aircraft analyser l a , of sou iv 
the computer, which solves equations of motion in reaponaa to actions 
of the p i lo t . The usual approach to such a computer waa through use 
of analogue computing techniques, such aa have been used in differential 
analysera and f ire control equipment. During the f i r s t ten months of 
. -- . : . -n this project, various analogue computing techniques were 
studioi ' ae were primarily components which could be used in an 
analcjj* rout ing system that represented mathematical quantities by 
magni»r'-» jf alternating current voltagea. 
As *jrk progressed, i t became apparent that an analogue-type computer 
fc- the equations of aircraft motion would be so complicated that i t s 
accuracy and performance could not be predicted. Such a computer 
would also lack the f l e x i b i l i t y and ease of setup that i s desirable 
for the aircraft analyser problem. Although several new computer 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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techniques Including a high-performance servo system ware derelopad, 
i t seemed better that other approaches to the analyser probler bo 
studied. 
Because the amount of computation required for the aircraft analyzer 
problem appears greater than that practical for analogue computers, 
it la desirable to consider carefully the use of high-speed electronic 
digital computing methods. 
During the organization of Contract H0a(s)70B2, consideration was 
glren dig i ta l methods of computation in the fa l l of 1945, and since 
that time a program has been init iated to adapt high-speed alactronlc 
computing methods to the aircraft analyzer problem. A computer which 
will solve the aircraft s tabi l i ty aquations wil l have the required 
capacity for many other families of sc ienti f ic problems. Consequently, 
effort at the present time i s being devoted to the study and develop-
ment of general electronic d ig i ta l computing techniques. Approximately 
a year and a half wi l l be devoted to studying and developing these 
methods, by which time their adaptability to the aircraft analyser 
problem can be determined. 
2. ORIGIN AND PUBrXJSii OF Tift PRQJSCT 
2.1 STL f l ight Trjjjgrj 
During the war the Bell Telephone Laboratories built several 
f l ight trainers for the Special Devices Division of O.E.I, to be used 
in pilot and crew instruction. Trainers were built for tha PBM, the 
PB4I2, and tha tet. In a l l these units realism and attention to da-
ta l l was straased so that an excellent i l lus ion of flying was produced. 
All cocKplt oontrola and switches were active, proper sound and v i -
bration ware provided from each engine, and solutions of f l ight equations 
were adequate to give rea l i s t i c instrument readings. Motion of the 
cockpit was not employed, although some tes ts by the Special Devices 
Division engineer* indicated i t s des irabi l i ty . The design of special 
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trainers was an expensive and tiie-consanin^ undertaking and the Special 
Devices Division undertook to develop a universal trainer into which 
constants for various types of aircraft could be set . 
2.2 A UainuMX night Trainer 
Such a universal f l i g h t trainer was visualized as a oomputer 
with adjustable coefficients for the equations of aircraft notion. 
Constants for the aircraft could then be set into the equations and 
the computer would provide proper flight instrument data for any type 
of a i rcra f t . Simultaneously with this concept of a universal f l ight 
trainer there developed a plan for using the equipment as an aircraft 
analyser. 
2 .3 Aa. Alroraft A M W I T 
In order that the equipment Bay function as an aircraft 
analyser, i t Bust predict rather than duplicate aircraft performance. 
In tra iners , i t has been the practice to adjust circuits which, in 
theaselves, Bay not represent true aatheaatlcal equations, unti l 
proper behavior is achieved. An analyser, on the other hand oust take 
aerodynamic coefficients obtained from wind tunnel tests and use these 
to • - i l c t i ' - r a f t performance. The correct equations of motion 
must, therefore, be solved with sufficient sens i t iv i ty and acc-racy to 
permit studies of aircraft s tabi l i ty pud control. 
2 .31 n i f h t S tab i l i ty and. flontrol Torre. 
As a s t a b i l i t y and control analyzer, the equipment would 
consist of a computer, a control room and auxiliary equipment, and a 
cockpit arranged to represent the proposed a ircraft . An aircraft 
analyser of the type visual ised should perform three main functions. 
2.311 Hfl^^1"" 0Z Experimental TejjlJjlg 
A considerable amount of the flight testing in 
the study of aerodynamic properties and control stabi l i ty can be made 
with an analyzer of this type based upon Information obtained from 
wind tunnel model studies. Such studies, to be sure, must be considerably 
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more extensive than those usually made at the present time. The reduction 
in experimental test flying could greatly reduce the cost of new aircraft 
models and Improve their operating characterist ics . 
2.312 Siudj; fif. Unusual Aircraft Designs 
An aircraft s tabi l i ty and control analyzer would 
permit the study of the more radical aircraft designs which, although 
perhaps entirely sound, night not be built for ful l - scale testing withuat 
some preliminary assurance of success. 
2.313 Kxaluatlfifi if. Unfavorable Designs 
Preliminary testing with an aircraft analyzer 
might prevent the unnecessary construction of aircraft models which 
are destined to have unsatisfactory f l ight characteristics. 
2*32 Equations o£ Motion 
Unlike the trainer, an aircraft analyzer wil l require 
accurate and carefully arranged equations to represent aircraft motion. 
Preliminary equations were set up prior to December 1944 by the staff 
of the Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel at M.I.T. Since that tine these 
equations have been undergoing continuous study and change to better 
represent an airplane during take-off and f l ight conditions. 
2.33 Pi lot Beaction 
Since the characteristics of a good airplane have never 
been reduced to a completely scientific basis, the evaluation of air-
craft behavior depends on the reaction of aircraft pilots. It has 
therefore been considered necessary to obtain results not only as 
performance curves but also as impressions and opinions of test pilots-
To make these impressions as realistic as possible, considerable atten-
tion must be given to cockpit design and the simulation of control 
reaction forces, noise, vibration, and motion. 
2.34 Anj»lv«i« and Synthesis 
Not only would an aircraft analyzer permit analysis of 
an aircraft from model studies but, by a reverse process, coefficients 
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could be changed to obtain desirable performance and the aerodynamic 
properties of the model redesigned to produce these coef f i c ients . 
2.36 Aircraft Cxllejifl 
The avai labi l i ty of an aircraft analyser would permit 
more complete investigations into the characteristics of successful 
aircraft . With aerodynamic characteristics under control and subject 
to rapid change, a better appreciation of factors affecting good a ir -
craft performance could be achieved. 
2.36 jfrudjc at AjitojaJticaJJLy. Controlled ?li*fei 
In addition to the study of piloted aircraft such 
equipment should permit studies of aircraft under the control of auto-
matic p i lo t s as well as studies of guided miss i les . 
2.4 flCXlUUtY 
An analyser which wil l solve the problems outlined above wil l 
be a computer of considerably greater complexity than any now exis t ing . 
At f i r s t a permanent arrangement of computing elements was contemplated 
in the moaner original ly used in the operational f l ight trainers . It 
early became apparent that such n fixed schematic would be ent ire ly 
impractical becpuee the equations to be solved were undergoing continual 
change and because a computer of thle s ise and potential usefulness 
should not bs committed to a single type of problem. Flans therefore 
cal l for as much f l e x i b i l i t y as possible in the type of problem to be 
solved by the computer portion of the aircraft analyser. 
3 . i-RiSiarr STATUS 
3.1 Analogue Computing fcmmmyfj 
The f i r s t plan for the computer to eolve aircraft s t a b i l i t y 
equations followed the approach previously worked out fer f i re ooatrol 
computers and dif ferent ia l analysers. In analogue computation a 
separate computing element i s required for each mathematical step 
Involved In the problem solution. The requirement of a real time 
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aoale placed new and exacting specifications upon the individual com-
puting components. In Boat differential analysers Tarlablea are repre-
aented by mechanical shaft rotation where several revolutions are 
required to Indicate the maximum excursion of the quantity represented. 
Since eone quantities in the aircraft analyser wil l travel ae their 
entire range of operation in a fraction of a aecond, new high-speed 
computing elements would be required, a completely mechanical system 
did not appear practical because of the complexity, the d i f f i cu l ty of 
Interconnection, and the lack of f l e x i b i l i t y . Consequently, early 
studies were devoted to the development of computing elements where 
quantit ies would be represented by e lec tr ica l voltagea. Several 
c lrouita were developed for an alternating-current carrier type of 
signal representation. Because the dynamic range of many variables 
require a signal range that i s impractical for electromechanical 
equipment such as potentiometers, some experimental studies were carried 
on with a sliding scale factor technique that wi l l be described in the 
technical part of the report. A computer for solving the aircraft 
problem by analogue techniques would be many times the s i t e and com-
p l e x i t y of any di f ferent ia l analyser developed thus far. As the 
aircraft analyzer was studied in detail and certain schematic c ircuits 
developed, i t became apparent that the following factors oaat doubt 
upon the practicality of an instrument of thla type. 
3.11 accuracy aM Sensitivity 
It la doubtful that the required accuracy and eenaltlvlty 
for the aircraft problem can be maintained through the us" of analogue 
computing equipment bui l t for the required speed of operation. 
3.12 Complexity 
The large number of computing components (See Section 
4 .7) would lead to a volume of equipment that would present serious 
maintenance and operating d i f f i cu l t i e s . Trouble shooting would be 
d i f f i c u l t and prediction of accuracy nearly impossible. 
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3.13 Flexibility 
The form of the equations describing aircraft motion 
will be subject to continual change and Improvement aa wind tunnel and 
flight test data becomes more accurate or is expressed in different 
terns. Modification of the equations may be from time to time desirable 
as studies of the methods of solution progress. To be useful, therefore, 
even in the solution of aircraft stability problems, a flexible computer 
schematic must be maintained. Tor an electrical analogue computer 
this would mean a plug-board type of interconnection which is not 
considered desirable for a computer having a large number of elements 
and requiring the dynamic range which must be associated with the air-
craft analyzer equipment. 
3.14 Limited Application 
• computer of the analogue type would be expensive, 
would require a long development time, and when finished, would be of 
rather specialised nature and suitable only for a limited c lass of 
problems. A computer which represents the investment contemplated 
for the aircraft analyser should be so designed that many other classes 
of sc ient i f ic problems can be solved. 
3.2 Digital Computation 
Many of the disadvantages attributed to Analogue computers 
can be overcome through the use of numerical analysis methods and 
electronic d ig i ta l computation. 
3.21 Advantage 
3.211 Accuracy oad. Senoltlvlty 
Whereas the accuracy and sens i t iv i ty of the analogue 
computer are limited by the mechanical and e lectr ica l tolerances asso-
ciated with i t s physical components, the accuracy and sens i t iv i ty of a 
d ig i ta l computer depend primarily upon the mathematical process selected, 
the number of d ig i ta l places carried in comput. t ion, and the increments 
along the independent variable at which solutions are taken. 
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3.212 pagtmag 
A dig i ta l computer need not depend upon the 
physical Interconnection or positioning of conponents for i t s schemtlc 
hookup. Problems are set up through the use of punched cards, tape, or 
some other prepared form of Information. Changes In ecjuatlcne repre-
senting particular problems can be readily accommodated as well as making 
possible changes to entirely different types of sc ient i f ic problems. 
3.213 Preaictabl l l ty 
Operation of the d ig i ta l computer Is Identical 
except for solution time with the process followed In step-by-step 
numerical analysis methods. Solutions can therefore be worked out 
ahead of time for certain examples, using calculating machines and 
operators. The form and accuracy of a solution can therefore be pre-
dicted and will not depend upon physical tolerances and beharlor of 
c ircui t elements In the computer so long as operation Is trouble free. 
3.214 Scope 
The d ig i ta l computer may be applied to many 
problem* to which the analogue computer would not be applicable. 
In th i s computer attention Is being centered on 
applied science and engineering. Kmphasls w i l l oe placed on I t s adap-
tation to dynamic systems such as aircraft, automatic f ire control, and 
•ervonechanlsms. 
Application to algebraic equations wi l l be 
studied. Tor the present, the solution of part ial di f ferential equa-
tions wil l recelre only secondary Interest unti l electronic techniques 
are under control. 
3.22 PisadTantagcs s i a, Digital Computer 
3.221 PtTllopmeftt Tims. 
Development time for a d ig i ta l computer wi l l be 
perhaps longer than for an analogue type system. 
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3.222 a m 
Development coat for a d ig i ta l computer wi l l be 
high and rather d i f f i cu l t to estimate although construction coat ahould 
be lower than for the analogue system. 
3.223 Parallel Operation 
In order to solve the aircraft s tabi l i ty equations 
in real time, some paral le l operation of electronic computing elements 
wi l l probcbly be necessary, thereby leading to aore complicated clrculta 
than alght otherwise be required. 
3.23 Proposed Approach 
3 .231 Binary System 
At the present tine It la anticipated that compu-
tation will be dona In the binary system of notation. Tor the aircraft 
analyser i t se l f thla represents no di f f icul ty since results w i l l be 
derived ae graphical representations and conversion from the decimal 
kystern will not be required except in setting up a problem. Tor other 
types of sc ienti f ic computation Input and output conversion with re-
quired recording equipment must be developed. 
3.232 Sexial Operajtiou 
Insofar as possible, computing operations wil l be 
done in .. aerial manner. The digi ts of a number will be transmit ted 
consecutively oyer the same circuit and identified by their location 
in time. Some parallel operation may be required such as computation 
occurring simultaneously with the setup of the next step and perhaps 
simultaneously with certain subsidiary operatlone, such as Interpolation 
for coeff icients . Multiplication time wi l l be reduced by parallel 
computation. 
3.233 Operating Speed 
At the present tins operation is contemplated 
with the use of 1/4 microsecond video pulsee to represent binary digits 
with a 1 megacycle repetition rate. Preliminary investigations are 
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being carried on at a 100 kilocycle repetition rate and studies will be 
Bade to check the feasibility of rates above one megacycle* 
3.234 Electro static Storage 
Storage of partial solutions will be attempted by 
means of electrostatic storage tubes* Because of the computing speed 
required In problems involving real time, a storage method permitting 
immediate insertion and withdrawal of stored data Is desirable. Storage 
by supersonic delay techniques may be used in certain places If advan-
tages are demonstrated for this type of storage. 
3.24 Us search Problems 
3.241 SlaugA 
It i s anticipated that 200,000 to 500,000 binary 
d ig i t s must be stored in this computer. This total represents both the 
program, the storage of fixed quantities, function tables and coeff ic ients , 
and the storage of partial resul t s . The two former categories can use 
semi-permanent storage as distinguished from high-speed e lec trostat ic 
storage. 
3.242 Program 
Program control techniques for the computer must 
bedeveloped which wi l l talcs information from a semi-permanent form of 
representation and use i t for control of high-speed storage and computing 
processss. 
3.243 Computer 
Computer circuits for addition, "-^traction, 
multiplication, and division will be required as well as perhaps a 
special unit for interpolation in order that solution tine can be con-
served. Other arithmetical and algebraic operations may be programmed 
in terms of these basic steps. 
3.244 Cj&s&Ag 
Checking and trouble shooting procedures must be 
established and built into the computer. 
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3.345 according 
Sereral forms of recording wi l l be required on 
the computer output. Problems involving low final accuracy and 
particularly those representing solutions versus time can be recorded 
as oscillograms. Other types of problems may require card punching, 
automatic typewriters, highspeed photographic recording, and magnetic 
recording. 
3.346 S1,TTIA1 Conversion 
Projects such as the aircraft analyser wi l l 
require methods for converting mechanical shaft rotation to binary 
d i g i t s In order that the transition between cockpit and computer may 
be accomplished. 
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4 . AEHODMAMIC BqpATIOllS 
4.1 Baport B-64. 
The aerodynamic equations at now visualised for repreeenting 
the control and s tabi l i ty characteristics of an aeroplane In f l ight 
are given In DIC 6345 Baport 64 which, along with aquation schematics, 
la Included In Appendix A. This report la the outgrowth of work by 
staff waters of the Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel at M.l.T. 
4 .2 Bystea ojl Attl 
The general problea of aolrlng for the aotlon In space Involves 
the solution either of the equations describing the resultant aotlon or 
the equations describing coaponents of the resultant aotlon along and 
about soaa syataa of area. The approach to the problea has been to 
aet ap equations describing the aotlon along and about a 3 co-ordinate 
area systea called body axaa with the origin at the airplane's center 
of gravity. The body axes very nearly coincide with the principal 
axaa, thus the product of inertia teres are considered negl ig ible . 
Notion of the airplane In apace la related to the earth axaa through a 
set of idler angles. Thus nine simultaneous Integral equations are 
required to dateralae the aotlon of the airplane In apace and to relate 
It to the earth axaa. The relative wind direction, found trlgonomstrl-
cal ly , determines the wind axaa. See Appendix A. 
4 .3 ja i l ing aaA TaJo.-8£I aquations 
The general eaperlcal functions which describe reactions on 
the airplane exclude ground reactions and complicated reactions In 
stalled f l i g h t . Aa a result , special terms for the take-off, landing, 
and s ta l l representations are Included In the equations. Since It Is 
desirable to maintain a continuous solution through transition froa 
one f l ight condition to another and to a lnla l te the complexity of 
repreeentatlon, several simplifying assumptions and several l imitations 
on tha equations have been made. 




4.31 5aJsft-Q£I anil h U t t l Representation 
The take-off and landing i s considered in two sections: 
l ) aerodynamic reactions, and 2) ground reactions. 
4.311 iarodynaalc Beactions 
The fact that Tc' goes to infinity at sero speed 
requires that those aerodynamic reactions which are a function of Tc 
nast be nodlfled during the ground run. The description of the general 
aerodynamic data i s Halted to a reasonable value of Tc and additional 
functions are added which describe the aerodynamic e f fects above the 
specified maximum Tc • 
4.312 Ground Reactions 
The following assumptions are Bade for the 
ground run; 
a) Ho cross wind; angle of yaw remains 
sero, but heading can change. Relative 
wind remains along Intersection of 
planes XOZ and AOB. 
b) lo rolling moaent occurs. Wings re-
n i n level during ground run. 
z) Mo sldeforce occurs. 
dj Mo sideslip between wheels and ground. 
e) Mo weight i s carried by either note or 
t a i l wheel. Weight is dlstrluuted 
equally on the two Bain wheels. 
With the above assumptions, the ground reaction 
terms, including braking effects , can be computed and added to the 
equa'lons. These teras either go to sero or cut out of the solution 
whc\ the altitude i t greater than tero. In the same aanner, for 
instance, the rol l ing moment which remains sero during the ground run, 
requires that the equation for L.'I be cut out of the continuous solution 
until such a tlae as the altitude i s greater than sero. 
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4.4 54*11 BaJittaM 
The representation of the s t a l l In the analyser v l l l not be 
complete since the aotlon In the s ta l l Is not to be studied. Therefore, 
the effect desired Is to provide a s t a l l warning, such as control 
buffeting, to l e t the p i lo t be aware that the airplane Is s ta l l ing , 
provide a means of control during the s tal led period, and have the 
airplane emerge from the s t a l l at some angle of attack and l i f t co-
eff ic ient below the s t a l l -
4.5 Control Jcrcej 
To make the Illusion of flying as nearly complete as possible, 
It is necessary that control column and wheel, and rudder pedal forces 
have the proper feel. In addition, for a particular airplane, the 
forces and variation of forces should be reasonably correct for all 
flight conditions, aquations are set up to solve electrioally for 
the hinge moments at the control surface hinges. If the electric 
impulses corresponding to the hinge moments are transformed to a force, 
this force could act through a system of mechanical linkages similar 
to the actual control linkages to give the proper control feel. In 
tills winner, the effects of friction, cable stretch, and inertia effects 
of the actual airplane control system can be Included. To date, no 
provision is made to compute the dynamic characteristics of the control 
surfaces. 
4.G ifigAne Simulation 
The analyser will be set up to simulate a four-engine airplane. 
It is necessary to simulate reciprocating engines, gas turbines, jet 
units and combinations thereof. It is hoped to find a general repre-
sentation to compute thrust for any type of engine. Since the analyzer 
is basically to study airplane stability and control, and not airplane 
performance, it is not required to simulate the engines exactly; i.e., 
to obtain the thrust which gives the desired cruising speed, it is not 
necessary to have the manifold pressure and EPM exactly correot. 
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4 . 7 Summary g£ Computations 
The f o l l o w i n g i a a summary of the nuiiber of mathematical 
operat ions ind ica ted by the a i r c r a f t equatlona of Appendix A. 
M u l t i p l i c a t i o n of two var iables 
M u l t i p l i c a t i o n of a var iable by 
a constant 
Addltiona and Subtractiona 
D iv l e lona 
Reciprocal a 
Integrat ions 
Trigonometric f u n c t i o n s 




































Column A inc ludes the operat ions ind ica ted by equat ions 1 
through 56 and 80 through 90, which are the equat lona of Motion, 
hinge moment equat ions , aerodynamic c o e f f i c i e n t aquat ions , l n e t r u -
aent equat ions , and misce l l aneous . Coluan B i n c l u d e s the operat ions 
indicated by aquations 57 through 80, which are the engine aquation*. 
Column C i t a t o t a l of a l l operat ions f o r a four angina a i r p l a n e . 
The f o l l o w i n g assumptions have bean aade in compiling t h l * 
t a b u l a t i o n : 
(a) Where two or more divisions by a function 
or quantity are required, the reciprocal 
can ba found and then ssultlplied to re-
duce divis ions. 
(b) Reciprocal quantities which remained con-
stant during the Analyter operation or 
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ware set manually by the f l ight Engineer 
were introduced with the assumption that 
the reciprocal had been calculated external 
to the computer. 
(o) This tabulation does not count any specific 
operation Bore than once. 
(d) Ho operation for finding values of functions 
of confuted values from curves or function 
tables are Included. 
(e) Additions and subtractions are tabulated 
together since there i s no essent ial d i f fer-
ence in these operations. 
( f ) iiech operation Involves two quantities only, 
ao the sua of three quantities i s two addi-
t ions , e tc . 
(g) Integral powers are called multiplications. 
5. SnUMIC BAIGK AM) ACCIHACT 
Only es t laates have been thus far arrived at for the dynaalo range, 
sensit ivi ty and accuracy required for the computing equipment to be 
used in a solution of the problea of aircraft motion. Some of thee* 
estlaates are given In DIC 6295 Report 49. 
5.1 fltcblnc Anxulax Veiaslty 
fllghV las t s show pitching velocit ies as great as • 30 par 
second in certain necessary f l ight test maneuvers* Although f l ight 
test procedures no longer pay great attention to a determination of 
the period and damping of the phugold or long period longitudinal 
osc i l la t ion , an airplane, If disturbed from Its t r l a angle and there-
after uncontrolled, will pitch In accordance with th i s mode of i t s 
oscillation,and i t should be reproduced for such a time as the p i lo t 
might leave the analyser uncontrolled. This Involves a vary small 
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angular velocity which Bight be as small as 0.1 per second. 11 such 
a •oftlcs i« to be accurately generated, the equipment must be sensitive 
to a »•_'- smal\er veloci ty change. Ideally one might wish to have 
sens i t iv i ty to 1/50 of th i s velocity or to 1/600 degree per second. 
Thus the ratio of maximum to minimum ve loc i t i e s might be as high as 
18000:1. 
5.2 ?a£tpx ftl Safety for Aircraft 
The maximum value of pitching velocity of 30 per second 
used in the above example i s based on exist ing aircraft and does not 
allow a factor of safety for future aircraft or missiles which might 
Increase i t s value. 
6.3 Factor fi£ Safety in Computation 
The above observations on required dynamic range of computing 
equipment does not include a factor of safety for significant figures 
lost in the computing components themselves. It i s readily seen that 
mechanical and e lec tr ica l equipment for analogue confutation can hardly 
have a factor of safety above the dynamic range indicated in 5.1 and 6 .2 . 
6.4 Elnctrlr.«l Signal gajogn (Arjlogue Computer) 
Since the electronic computing components wen- being designed 
around conventional vacuum tubes and their c i rcu i t s Including cathode 
followers, a bixlmua A.C. signal amplitude of approximately 40 vol ts 
seemed desirable. A dynamic range of 20,000 to 1 would then require a 
minimum detectable signal of 0.002 vo l t t . 
Di f f icul t ies In obtaining the required dynamic range for 
signals are Immediately apparent. 
5.41 Shielding 
Very careful shielding would be necessary to maintain 
noise levels of 1 millivolt or less on signal lines carrying maximum 
values of 40 volts. 
5.42 Power supplies 
Power supplies must be regulated to a few millivolts of 
ripple to prevent the Introduction of extraneous signals. 
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5.43 Sliding Scales 
Computing elements requiring nechanlcal equlpaent such 
as potentiometers must have precision gear trains and, even so, must 
operate with a sliding scale factor based upon some assumption of 
permissible reduction In sens i t iv i ty with Increase In signal l eve l . 
5.5 Extension oX Analogue Operating Bouse. 
Since the required signal range of an analogue type computer 
using voltages to represent variable quantities can probably not be 
realised, certain alternatives must be considered. One of these i s the 
division of a problem into several phases of investigation, 'or example, 
the aircraft take-off conditions might be studied with an expanded set 
of scale factors for those variables which have only limited range. 
Again, straight and level f l ight conditions could be studied with high 
sensit ivi ty by setting up the analyser specifically for this problem, 
l a s t ly , maneuvering conditions could be represented by setting up the 
problem for maximum range of variables. These alternatives are undesir-
able since they place a greater burden upon the Investigators who set 
up a problem, because operation of the aircraft analyzer becomes more 
d i f f i cu l t , and because continuity of fl ight i s lost along with i t s 
psychological e f fects upon the test p i lo t . 
6. KQ8-LIKKAB CQSmClMTTS 
Hany of the aerodynamic coeff ic ients shown in Ar>r«ndix A are non-
linear and depend upon values of variables being computed by the 
analyzer. The following tabulation summarizes the number of these 
variable coef f ic ients . 
Funct ions aX 
One var iab le 
Two v a r i a b l e s 
Three " 
four • 





























* Total for four engines. 
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6.1 lawl i i 
The following examples of non-linear coeff ic ients are Included 
and discussed In Appendix is. 
_ i 
f, (•< , e / I , 1 = largest term of l i f t coeff ic ients l c 
f. (•( , » ) = term In l i f t coeff icient caused by 
large Bach numbers, i . e . , vary high 
speed 
U W *. 20 " term In drag coeff icient caused by 
rudder deflection 
f ._H,T -T ) » tars In pitching moment coefficient 
2 3 caused by unaymaetrlcal thrust 
f . . ( l f / S , t ) - tern In yawing moment coefficient 
c2+3 caused by rudder 
6.2 Representation s£ Kon~I<lnear Coefficients 
Several methods of representing non-linear coeff ic ients lsase-
dlately come to Bind. 
6.21 Cams 
Cams are perhaps the oldest form used in f ire control 
computers. These would be too cumbersome for the aircraft analyser 
because of the d i f f icu l ty in CSJB cutting, the Irregular shapes of 
some coeff ic ients , the large number of variables Involved In some 
functions, and the problem of Inserting cams Into the analyser In the 
set-up of a new problem. 
6.22 Tapered ^otentloneters 
Tapered potentlomters could be used for functions that 
did not require frequent alteration. However, since most coeff ic ients 
wil l vary considerably from one a'rcraft problem to another, the use 
of tapered potentiometers i s rather impractical. 
6.23 Hetworkl 
Soma studies have been made by Bell Telephone laboratories 
and this group in adapting e lectr ical resistance networks using s tat ic 
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eleaents and potentloaeters for the computation of non-linear functions* 
While th i s method shows some promise, It i s d i f f i cu l t to set up, cum-
bersome to execute In practice, and lacks the f l e x i b i l i t y which should 
be associated with this equipment. 
6.2 TajiBfi4 Potentiometers 
To-* visa of tapped potentiometers showed the best promise for 
representation aj ....".•.hies in an analogue computer making use of 
e l ec tr ica l voltages to indicate s ignals . These potentiometers were 
planned to hare several taps at which would be established voltages 
corresponding to the function at the tap posit ion on the potentioaeter. 
These voltages would be established perhaps through a punch card system 
and cathode follower vacuum tube c ircu i t s . Such a system can be ex-
tended to several variables. Function representation i s based on the 
assumption that linear interpolation between points of da,ta i s sa t i s -
factory. Soae t e s t s were aade with tapped potentiometers having several 
eliding brushes with resistance networks for smoothing curves at the 
points of discontinuity In slope. These aethods showed promise but 
studies were not carried to completion. 
• 
7. AIALOGOS CIRCUITS 
7.1 Alternating Voltage. Carrier 
Analogue computing c ircu i t s studied in the early phase of this 
work were based entirely on the use of alternating voltage carrier to 
represent variables. Work was done at 60 cycles and considerable inter-
ference was encountered between power supply ripple and signals . Phase 
shift between elgnale on the Input of summing ampllfiere was a problem, 
as could be expected. An alternating current system was i n i t i a l l y 
selected because the problea seeaed less formidable than those associated 
with direct current amplifiers and their power supply problems. A 
network of approximately 12 summing amplifiers was constructed to 
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represent equat ions 1, 2 0 , and 29 In Appendix A. This network d id 
not Involve servo-driven multiplier units but used static potentio-
meters at the points Indicated for multiplication of two variables. 
Boise levels In th i s network were held to about 1 mil l ivolt and the 
required dynamic range outlined in Section 6 were obtained although 
considerable d i f f icu l ty was experienced. Phase shift between carriers 
was particularly noticeable at summing amplifiers where signal sub-
traction was taking place. I«rge quadrature and harmonic signals were 
found at the amplifier outputs. These might be tolerable in many 
cases because signals eventually fed servo systems at multipliers 
or integrators which are fundamentally insensitive to quadrature 
voltage. 
7.11 £ummlfi£ Amplifiers 
Several types of c ircuits ware Investigated for summing 
A.C. signals, and a reasonably satisfactory amplifier was developed 
and tested In the demonstration units . The essent ial features con-
sisted of bringing the signals to be added (up to five in number) in, 
through isolating cathode followers, summing the signals by ordinary 
current addition methods in a single grid res i s tor , and then raising 
this total signal to the correct voltage and impedance level through a 
feedback stabil ised amplifier. The accuracy of summing with good 
matching of input and output Impedances Is of the order of one-fourth 
per cent. The dynamic range was about 1 to 30,000 from minimum to 
maximum signal and the output distortion was usually l ess than 2> 
total harmonics. The phase shift except for very small s ignals was 
less than one degree for 60 cycle s ignals . It seems probable that 
these summing amplifiers, with certain modifications suggested by the 
t e s t s , would have been entirely satisfactory for the contemplated 
analogue computer. 
7.12 Integrators 
Two approaches to the integrator problem were investi-
gated. 
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A two-etage mechanical integrator using bal l 
and disc Integrators from f ire control equipment were arrar^d in a 
Banner similar to that indicated for the multiplier in Appendix. C. 
Basulta from these units were not up to expectation, largely because 
of mechanical back-lash and other operating imperfections. It is 
anticipated that these imperfections might not be reducible to a 
level that would permit desired performance. 
7.122 Electronic 
An electronic integrator for alternating 
voltages was studied, based upon the use of feed-back amplifier tech-
niques and Brown Instrument Company vibrators for the conversion of 
B.C. voltages to A.C. In this c ircui t integration was performed in 
a direct current £-0 stage. The output condenser voltage was con-
verted with a vibrator to 60 cycle A.C. and the resistance drop was 
converted to A.C. for comparison with the input signal. The differ-
ence between input and resistance drop was fed to a high gain A.C. 
amplifier, the output of this amplifier being converted to li.C. for 
operation of the integrating c i r c u i t . 
Bec.arcl on thla integrator was likewise not 
carried to completion. Other promising integrators have been developed 
by various laboratories which would have been investigated before 
making a f inal selection of method. 
7.13 Multiplication 
Analogue multiplication of e lectr ica l signals was planned 
with potentlomateis and servo uni t s . The potentiometer elide would be 
driven proportional to one signal while the second signal would be 
applied to the potentiometer winding. To obtain the required dynamic 
range, a two—stage multiplication would be need where one potentiometer 
would set the acale factor for multiplication by the aecond potentiometer 
as shown in Appendix 0. Because of the high aecaleratlone and ve loc i t ies 
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experienced by the variables of the aircraft analyzer problem, i t would 
be necessary in an analogue machine to have hlgh-cpeed aervo units to 
drive the multiplying potentiometers. 
7.14 Frequency Modulated Servo 
A servo system for computer operation was experimentally 
studied for high s tat ic accuracy and high natural frequency. This 
servo system operated with a polyphase, low-slip Induction motor driven 
from a variable frequency source capable of continuous output between 
the l imits of posit ive and negative (reverse phase rotation) frequency 
required for maximum motor speed. This servo system Is discussed more 
fu l ly in Appendix D. 
7.2 AC versus P_C Signals 
Only studies of an AC carrier system for signal voltagaa had 
been conducted on this project prior to the transfer of attention to 
d ig i ta l computation. It has not been clearly established how the 
disadvantages of AC carrier systems, particularly phase shift and 
power supply ripple, compare with the problems encountered in direct 
current amplifier systems. It la f e l t that work carried on by 
Columbia University using direct current amplifiers, multipliers, 
and Integrators has been carried to a higher atate of development and 
may well be more desirable than the AC ayatem for computers within the 
s i te range suitable for analogue computation. 
6. VINE TUIiKEL TXSTS 
The data describing the aerodynamic reactions of a particular 
airplane requires extensive wind tunnel tes t ing . In the Wright Brothers 
Vlnd Tunnel results are obtained, referred to wind axes, and are recorded 
manually. All resul ts are stat ic and no t e s t s to determine rotary 
derivatives are made. In addition the hinge moment results on email 
scale models are inconclusive. 
Extensive redesign of the balance and recording system will incorpor-
ate provisions 1) for testing for rotary derivative, 2) for automatic 
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data reduction and recording and 3) for obtaining data about stability 
axis. Tests on large panel models of the control surfaces will provide 
•ore accurate hinge nonent data, and sons actual flight testing nay be 
done for correlation work In determining dynamic characteristics. 
8.1 Data for Mfidsl A 
The equations of notion as now set up in Beport 64 include 
the equations for the aerodynamic coefficients. The component func-
tions of these coefficients has been compiled for a twin englned air-
plane designated Model A. These data, results of actual test for the 
most part, have been used in preliminary calculations and are represen-
tative both in type and quantity of what the analyser must handle. 
See Beport H-98. At present moment coefficients are given about body 
axis and force coefficients along wind axes. The equations are set up 
in the analyser to transfer the force coefficients to the body axes 
system. It seems advisable at the present time, however, to convert 
all coefficients to the body axes reference before it reaches the 
analyser. 
9. COCKPIT DKSIGH 
The aircraft analyser problem, as visualised for an analogue com-
puter, required a cockpit having sufficient realism to provide the 
illusion of flight to the test pilot. Much progress in this direction 
has been made by the Bell Telephone laboratories in their Operational 
i'ligh: Trainer, further improvement ov«r these units Is necessary 
not only In the Instrument readings which depend primarily on the 
computer but also in the generation of control reaction forces. 
9.1 Coclcplt Mounting 
Operational flight Trainers have been built and operated 
effectively without provision for cockpit motion. l«ss elaborate 
trainers, such as those built by Link, have used cockpit motion to 
good advantage. 
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9.11 T i l t 
It i s proposed that the cockpit for the aircraft analyzer 
be mounted to provide t i l t i n g in pitch and ro l l \ixi.eh wi l l provide the 
necessary simulation of apparent change in gravity direction. With 
the cockpit Mounted as shown in Drawing C-30053 the e f f ec t s of side 
s l ip , horizontal acceleration, and pitch angle can be simulated. 
Cockpit angular motion i s discussed more completely in 6346 Heport No. 
a~ioo. 
9.12 VaxUfiAi Holloa 
A small amount of cockpit vertical notion may be pro-
vided to divorce the cockpit from the rigidity of a fixed support and 
to produce the illusion of air-borne motion. 
9.2 Control lsn.es. I M I — I f 
A hydraulic force generating system was designed for the 
simulation of rudder, elevator, and aileron forces. This system was 
sensitive to forces of a fraction of a pound on the control column 
and could generate forces of several hundred pounds. It is described 
in 6345 Reports Hos. R-36, R-37, R-39, JU-96, and K-99. The equipment 
will be redesigned into a packaged form when required for the air-
craft analyzer. 
9.3 Instrument, Arrangement 
Only tentative cockpit instrument and control column arrange-
ments have been studied. Vhen a final design is prepared, it will be 
in line with the proposal of the Navy Committee on Standardization of 
Aircraft Cockpits. 
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This report supersede* the information in 
Beport 60 and Beport 64 dated October 3 1 , 
1945. I t i* supplemented by Beports 15 , 
18, 4 9 , 6 8 . 62 , and B-98. 
I t i s the object of t h i s report to include under one cover a l l 
the symbols and equations to be Incorporated in the ana lyser , and to 
descr ibe the progress of equat ion development to d a t e . Progress has 
carr i ed the study to a point where equat ions , f u n c t i o n s , and cons tant s 
can be a s s i g n e d d e f i n i t e numbers. Therefore, a l l symbols and numbers 
ass igned l a t h i s report w i l l be cons idered a* o f f i c i a l re ference In 
the f u t u r e . 
The type* of equation* requir ing s o l u t i o n i n the ana lyser are 
c l a a a l f l e d a s f o l l o w s : 
1 . Basic equations of not ion 1 - 6 
2 . Equation* r e l a t i n g wind, body, and earth a x i s 7 - 1 6 
3 . A u x i l i a r y equation* of r - t l o a 1 6 - 2 1 
4 . Control aurfac* hinge *»«--Dt equations 22-25 
5 . Auxi l iary equat ions or . . -rodynaaic c o e f f i c i e n t 
equat ions 2 6 - 4 8 
6 . Instrument equation* 4 9 - 5 6 
7 . Engine equation* ( for one engine) 6 7 - 7 9 
8 . Misce l laneous 8 0 - 9 0 
1 , 2 The) bas i c equat ions of Motion and -um equat ion* r e l a t i n g wind, 
body, and ear th a z l * have been r e w r i t t e n a* i n t e g r a l equation* ins t ead 
of d i f f e r e n t i a l equat ions . See equat ions 1 - 1 5 and f i g s . 1 , 2 . 
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Several of the c ircui ta require special consideration to de-
termine when they muet or mat not he included in the general solution, 
or held In or out for a specified t ine . The special cases of take-eff 
and s t a l l are examples of unusual computing procedures. Eaports de-
scribing the operations desired wi l l be isaued in the future. 
3 . The only change Bade to the auxiliary equations of aotion 
describing the linear accelerations along wind axe a ia the addition of 
the tai»-cff terae. It Bust be noted, however, that aquation 17 describ-
ing the acceleration along O^ haa no component of engine thrust Included-
The thrust component, which acta along the OX body a x i s i s computed from 
the engine data and fed into the basic aquation of motion describing the 
linear acceleration along OX. 
The auxiliary equations of aotion describing the angular 
acosle rat lone, numbers 19, 20, 21, about body axes have had soma terms 
added. Seduction of moments due to deflections of the airplane structure 
under load have been included. These reductions have been taken as 
functlone of she horizontal t a l l , vertical t a l l , and aileron loada. 
Since rol l ing moments produced by the ailerons are already computed in 
equation 31, an expression i s included in thla equation to reduce the 
net aileron moment produced. The pitching and yawing moments reductions, 
however, cannot be handled as simply. It wil l be necessary to oompute 
the moment coeff ic ients produced by the horizontal and vertical t a i l , 
aquations 38 and 39, and subtract out some percentage of these in equa-
tions 19 and 20. The percentage reductions wil l be constant for a given 
airplane. 
The rotary derivatives, or moments produced by a rotation are 
included in equations 19, 20, 21 . These tsrms require a separate equation 
to determine each derivative. 
The angular momentum of the propellers i s great enough to pro-
duce a measurable pltohlng or yawing moment when e i t h e r a yawing or 
pitching velocity occurs. They appear in equation* 19 and 20 divided 
by the appropriate moments of inert ia . 
Xiao included in equations 19, 20, and 21 la provision for a 
center of gravity shift in any direction. All moment data furnished 
from the wind tunnel wil l be about the wind tunnel balance resolving 
center. Thla point wil l correspond to some point on the airplane, which 
will be a reference point. All C. 0 . poaltlone w i l l be specified in 
percent of the aerodynamic chord away from the reference point. See 
tig. 3. 
aquation 20, for the yawing acceleration, has included the 
direct thrust effect due to unaymmetrical engine operation. 
The diagram, Fig. 4 , showing the horirontal and vertical d i s -
tances of the C. Q., from the point of main wheel contact, describes the 
moment arms which determine the moments due to the ground reaction terms. 
This diagram supercedes the sketch of ground angles in Heport 50. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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4 . Hinge moment equations 22, 23, 24 replace tho original control 
force equation*. One method to handle the control loading i s to solre 
e l ec tr i ca l ly for the hinge moments at the control surface hinges and 
apply these to a system of mechanical linkages similar to the actual 
airplane linkage. In this manner, fr ict ion, cable stretch, and inertia 
e f fec t s of the actual airplane control system can be included physically 
Beport 68 covers this subject of control loading. 
6 . The auxiliary equations or aerodynamic coeff icient equations 
have been altered considerably in order to conform to the proposed point 
by point method of data representation. These are equations 36 » 48 and 
sample curves for a particular airplane representing the various functions 
in the auxiliary equations wi l l be included in a future report. (See R~9b.) 
Thr auxiliary equations to determine the rotary derivatives, 
equations 32 - 37, have been multiplied by a non-dimensional number which 
includes the airplane ve loc i ty , thereby reducing by ono the variables on 
which the rotary derivatives are dependent. Thus, if the rol l ing moment 
due to a rolling velocity iC-t is a function of a^fcfjV then Ĉ , l?^\ 
6p, 
Two types of additional functions have been added to the 
auxiliary equations. The first is a function of the Mach number (the 
ratio of airplane speed to speed of sound) included in the lift, drag, 
and pitching moment coefficients equations. These functions havi been 
considered necessary tor a more rigorous solution at the hi gc speeds 
encountered in modern aircraft. Inclusion of a Mnch number term Day 
be considered as a correction term, and therefore the functions describ-
ing such terms will be of limited complexity; i.e., the function will be 
described only at relatively low angles of attack. 
To include terms in the auxiliary equations as functions of 
the Mach number, it is necessary to continually compute the value of 
the Mach number; 1.*., the velocity T divided by the velocity of sound 
T at the particular altitude in question. The velocity of sound as a 
function of altitude is given In Beport 62. 
The second type of functions added have been termed manual 
settings and can be distinguished by the symbol Mj used to describe 
the constant of each term. On any airplane, the data initially will 
be set according to results of wind tunnel te9te. After operation of 
the analyser, however, it may be convenient to change some parameters 
at will in order to determine qualitatively the manner in which the 
configuration of the airplane should be changed in order to obtain more 
desirable characteristics. These parameter changes will be simple slope 
changes or additions and should be readily adjustable, preferably by 
means of dials locate* on the control engineer'z panel, ill such ad-
justments will be set at sero for the Initial tests. 
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The control engineer acts In the capacity of the flight, engl 
neer of the airplane. He create: f l ight problems, and handles those 
matters for which automatic equipment has not been included. The la t ter 
would be cowl flap settings and engine head temperatures, bomb doors, e te . 
The following l i s t of controls at tho control engineer's desk 
i s an Indication of the type of control; a complete l i s t will be given 
in future reports. 
1. Change of mass 
2. Change of horizontal CO. 
3 . Change of vertical CO. 
4 . Change of lateral CO. 
5. Change of moment of inert ia about ox axis ( l x ) 
6. Change of moment of Inertia about oy ax is ( I y ) 
7. Change of moment of inert ia about o. ax is ( I t ) 
8. Change of outboard port engine power including engine failure 
9. Change of Inboard port engine power including engine fai lure 
10. Change of inboard starboard engine power including engine failure 
11. Change of outboard starboard engine power Including engine failure 
12. Provision for gusty air 
13. Change of ground fr ic t ion coefficient 
Certain of the above manual adjustments will entail automatic 
changes in other parameters. Thus, several new equations are required. 
They Involve: 
1. Changes in moments of inertia when mass i s changed 
2 . Changes In moments of Inertias when CO. i s changed 
3* Change of thrust component with feathered propeller 
These will be considered in detail in a future report. 
Included in the aerodynamic s f fscts which determine the re-
sultant motion of the airplane are the stal l phenomena. To continuously 
simulate the motion in the s t a l l i s too highly involved for the end re-
sult achieved. It has been deolded, therefore, that the effect desired 
in the analyser i s to let the p i lo t be aware that the airplane i e s ta l -
ling, give him some means of control luring the stalled period, and have 
the airplane emerge from the s t a l l at some angle of attack and l i f t co-
efficient below -.he s t a l l . 
Some s ta l l warning such as buffeting of the controls should 
appear before the s ta l l i s reached. 
I t i s proposed to aohleve this s ta l l as follows: 
1. A function of £F, T^ wi l l determine the s ta l l angle of attack. 
Stal l occurs when « = ex 
s ta l l . 
31 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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2 . At each s ta l l angle, a drop-off li. Ĉ  will occur depending ui 
the aeverity of the s t a l l . Ĉ  wi l l bo held constant at i t s 
new value unt i l such a time that w decreases, returning 
i t s e l f to the l i f t curve for normal operation. 
3 . At eact s ta l l angle, decrease aileron effectiveness (probably 
sane amount for p.ll cases) unti l recovery i s reached. 
4 . At each s ta l l angle, apply suddenly a 0n and C J proportional to 
the severity of the s t a l l . These increments are to be applied 
for a definite tine interval and removed. 
l>uring the s t a l l , a l l Machinery wil l continually compute the 
motior. sc that at recovery the airplane will be under normal operation. 
Handling the taxe-off will be considered in detail in a future 
report* It i s well to note, however, that several of the equations which 
determine the aerodynamic coeff ic ients have T0 Included ns a variable 
and therefore cannot be used for take-off cuinmtationfc because Tc' goes 
to inf in i ty at sero airspeed. 
The proposed method for handling this di f f iculty i• to add 
data to the equations of motion based on thrust and velocity during take-
off, n i l s data will be in dimensional form, and ground reaction effects 
will be Included. ' l g . 4 supercedes the previous sketch describing the 
ground angles in Beport 50. Certain assumptions made fur the take-off 
run simplify the amount of data required. These assumptions are: 
1. Angle of bank i s tero 
2 . Angle of yaw equals zero 
3 . Bo side sl ip between wheels and ground 
After take-off, the proximity of the ground affects the aerodyna-
mic reactions, particularly the longitudinal s tab i l i ty . This effect i s 
included in equation 29 for SB which has a term added that increases the 
Oasic longitudinal s tab i l i ty as a function of alt itude and goes to tero 
when h • b. 
7. Engine simulation equations wil l be obtained for four reoipro-
catlng engine*, for gas turbines with Jets and propeller*, for Jet engines 
alone, and for Jet and reciprocating unit* combined. 
The reciprocating engines and propeller i s treated as a unit . 
.•roc a knowledge of the airplane velocity V, alt i tude h, density m , 
pressure 9, and the engine control sett ings, the thrust 1* computed. Tc 
• t o . , la also computed to be aupplied to the auxiliary equation functions. 
The number of separate equation* to be solved for each rec i -
procating engine to obtain the thrust output (for the present torque* 
will b# neglected) 1s 23. 92 equation* for four engine*. The** equation* 
are l i» ted , number* 57-79 for on* engine. Their explanation and synthesis 
into the analyser wil l be given in a later report. Additional equations 
for Jet* and ga* tnrbinee wil l be added at a later date. 
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No account in the engine equations i s taxen for thu f a c t that 
each engine operates at a d i f f e r e n t Y_ when a yawing v e l o c i t y o c c u r s . 
The e f f e c t i s to produce a damping moment due to the rate of yaw by d e -
creas ing the thrust on the engine going forward and increas ing i t on the 
engine going rearward' The yawing moment produced r e s u l t s then from a 
yawing v e l o c i t y , and thus can be handled in the equation for the ro tary 
d e r i v a t i v e C_ . This method s i m p l i f i e s the eiigine equations somewhat by 
r 
i-aving each engine operate at the sane forward speed. 
i t i s planned that the engine c i r c u i t s w i l l include a s u i t a b l e 
system to simulate engine n o i s e and the accompanying v i b r a t i o n s . 
for schematics , f u n c t i o n chart and in terconnect ion of equat ions 
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Syaoole £fiX Squatlont gf Motion. 
1) larth Axes 
A - North 
8 - Bait 
C - Down toward center of earth 
2) Body Axes - Origin at airplane Center of Gravity 
X - forward along thrust line 
Y - along right wing 
2. - down perpendicular to X O Y 
3) *ind Axes - Origin at elrpiane Center of Gravity 
£ - forward along relative wind (.Instantaneous f l ight path) 
T| - toward right wing perpendicular to 0% 
J - down perr«ndlcuiar --o %Ot\ 
fORCSS 
1) Along Earth Axe a 
W - weight of airplane along OC 
2) Along Body Axe* 
X - along OX 
Y ' - along ©Y 
Z - along OZ. 
3} Along Wine Axes 
A - nlong O 3 In the negative drag direction 
F - along OY| in the positive side force direction 
>• - Along o£ ir. the negative l i f t direction 
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HOKSKTS 9%, Founds 
l ) About. Body Axes 
l_ - B o i l i n g nonent about C X 
t<A - P i t c h i n g BOment about O Y 
N - Tawing moment about O Z 
I M I VELOCITIES 1'eet per Second 
1) Along Wind Axes 
V - resultant velocity along O ^ 
The v e l o c i t i e s along o £ and OV| are zerot 
2) Along Body Axes 
IfU- velocity along OK 
• V - velocity along OY 
Mir - velocity along O Z 
ANGULAR. VELOCITIES Radians per Second 
1) About Earth Axes 
^ - about OK 
S 2 - about line In Intersection of plane AO& and Y O Z 
J&L - ebout OC 
2) About Body Axes 
p - about OK 
a* - about OY 
Jt- about O Z 
S) About Vlnd Axes CH about Ot\ 
AC0ELE2ATIOKS Ft. per Second per Second 
1) Along Earth Axes - g - gravity along OC 
2) Along Body Axe* 
ft.*- along OX 
a Y - along OY 
a r - along OZ 
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MOHMJTS Q£ IfflaTIA Pound - *eet - Second8 . 
l ) About Body Axes 
X x - about OX = & m b 
Zy - about OY = b m b 
I x - about OZ. • CTTvO 
AHOKBS Degrees 
6 - angle between OX and plane AOB in plane X O C 
\ | f - angle between OA and plane XOC In plane A O B 
03 - angle between OY and plane AOB in plane Y O Z 
«A - angle between OX and plans SOY) In plane X O Z 
8 - angle between O 5 and plane XOZ In plane j O r l 
TIME 
"t - seconds 
SIMBOLS FOR AUXILIARY SQiJAMOMS 
CL - l i f t coeff icient - s t a t i c 
CJJ - drag coefficient - s t a t i c 
CF - side force coeff ic ient - s t a t i c 
CD - p i tching nonent coefficient - s t a t i c 
Cn - yawing nonent coeff ic ient - s t a t i c 
Cj - r o l l i ng nonent coeff ic ient - s t a t i c 
CB - pi tching nonent coeff ic ient due to p i tching veloci ty •q - - • - \ c / \ b o > . 
- pi tching nonent coeff lc '«nt due to ra te of change of ' 
-®G& 
angle of a t tack 8 ) ^ 
Cn - yawing nonent coeff ic ient due to yawing ve loc i ty ; f y \ ( - • -\ 
Cn^ 
- r o l l i ng nonsnt coeff ic ient due to ro l l i ng velocity:! 
_ - yawing nonent coeff ic ient due to ro l l ing ve loc i ty : l -* \n t&l i ) 
Cj - r o l l i ng nonent coeff ic ient due to yawing v e l o c l t y : f V y $ 
•fg - s t i ck or column force - pounds 
Jg - rudder psdal force - pounds 
Jy - a i le ron wheel force - pounds 
H^ - elevator hinge moment - f t . l b s . 
Hg - rudder hinge moment - f t . l b s . 
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Hi - le f t aileron hinge moment - f t . lbs . 
H A - right ai leron hinge moment - f t . lb s . 
• 3 
i.H - e l e v a t o r hinge moiuent modulus - f t . 
• f. 
Kg - rudder hinge moment modulus - f t . ° 
• a 
S-EAV ** l a ' * aileron hinge moment modulus - f t . 
3 
KH - right ai leron hinge moment r.odulue - f t . - * • f V\f * * H » \ 
KH S - e l e v a t o r hinge moment modulus due t o p i t c h i n g v e l o c i t y ; ^ - l i * l 
KEJ;. - e l e v a t o r hinge moment modulus due t o rate of change 
of angle of HttHC,.:(-yl__!lS) 
KHg - rudder hinge moment modulus due to yawing v e l o c i t y : vrK C I 
KHJJ, - l e f t aileron hinge moment modulus due to rol l ing 
KH^£ - right aileron hinge moment modulus due to rol l ing 
Cat " pitching moment coefficient contributed by horizontal t a l l 
Cnt
 - yawing moment coefficient contributed by vertical t a i l 
6 * " angle between OK and ground with plane at rest 
6 E - elevator angle 
6R - rudder angle 
6 A - total aileron angle • S A U + S A ^ 
fcAt - l e f t aileron angle 
6Ajl - right aileron angle 
fcCt - elevator tab angle 
• R x - rudder tab angle 
6At_. - left aileron tab angle 
S A g . " r i S h t aileron tab 
SV - flap angle 
T̂  - thrust delivered by port outboard engine - pounds 
T2 - thrust d e l i v e r e d by port Inboard engine - pounds 
T3 - thrust d e l i v e r e d by starboard Inboard engine - pounds 
T4 - thrust d e l i v e r e d by stnrboard outboard engine - puunCs 
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T - t o t a l thrust (four engines) - pounds 
Tj m constant thrust from jato insta l lat ion operative for 
a specified length of tlx.e 
T0 - total thrust coefficient (four engines) 
Tc - total thrust coefficient (port and starboard inboard 
2+3 engines) 
Tci - thrust coefficient (pert outboard engine) 
Tc - thrust coefficient (port inboard engine) 
T - thrust coefficient (starboard Inboard engine) 
T. - thrust coefficient (starboard outboard engine) c 4 
1^ - £ Landing gear deflection 
BQ - i> bomb door d e f l e c t i o n 
Cf - > cowl f l a p d e f l e c t i o n port outboard engine 
Cf - $ cowl f l a p d e f l e c t i o n port inboard engine 
Cf - + cowl f l a p d e f l e c t i o n starboard inboard engine 
3 
C/. - > cowl flap deflection starboard outboard engine 
*4 
BPL - f brake pressure - l e f t brake 
BPR " > brake pressure - right brake 
• - airplane mixes - slugs 
s - wing area - sq. f t . 
b - span - f t . 
c - Bean aerodynamic chord - f t . 
yi - distance to outboard motor <L along OY - feet 
y_ - distance to inbo-ri motor £ along Ctf - feat 
e .g . - center of gravity 
S - distance of e .g . belov reference point Along O X - feet 
0 - distance belov? reference point to point of contact 
of main vheeli in-* groxnd along OZ - feet 
0 - distance of e g to ri .ht of reference point along OY - feet 
0 - main wheel tread - feet 
H - distance of ••£< <th*M of reference point nlong OX - feet 
H - distance forwnri of referenco point to point of contact 
of main wheels «nd ground along OX - f**t 
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5. - moment of inertia coefficient - 0% axis 
b - moment of inertia coefficient - OY axis 
A - moment of Inertia coefficient - OZ. axis 
tf# - air density (standard sea level ) - pound-sec
a per f t . 
o - air density (standard at alt i tude) - pound-sec3 per f t . 
8 - density ratio 
-ft. - altitude - ft . 
V - velocity of sound - ft/sec 
V. - aileron divergence speed - ft/sec 
OQ - Bach timber 
IX - coefficient of ground friction 
IX - ball bank angle - degrees 
Ry - correction factor to pitching moment due to airplane 
structural deflection 
Bjj - correction factor to yawing moment due to airplane 
structural deflection 
T ( ) - designates r. function of the variable in ( ). In 
general represented by a curve or family of curves. 
t-1 etc.- aerodynamic constants 
Mj etc.- manual setting constants 
EMM M M B IQDATIOMS 
A - displacement of engine - cubic inches 
K - engine revolutions per minute 
n - engine revolutions per second 
<1 - mass air flow through engire - pounds per hour 
M - Bass air flow through engine - pounds per second 
IT - throttle angle - degrees 
P\_ - inlet density (dens'ty at cylinder inlet) pounds -
sec8 per ft. 
MP M manifold pressure - inches of mercury absolute 
Pc - pressure drop through carburetor - inches of iiercury absolute 
?! - ataosphere pressure - pressure at Inlet of auxiliary 
stage - Inches H^ absolute 
^2 ~ pre»s^re at exit of auxiliary stage - in H absolute 
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i- , - pressure at exi t of carburetor - pressure at Inlet to 
main stage of supercharger - inches H absolute 
P4 - pressure at ex i t of main stage of supercharger « MP 
fi - correction factor to IMP 
IHP - Indicated horsepower 
PHP - fr ic t ion horsepower 
SHPty - supercharger horsepower f o r Main s tage 
SHPA - supercharger horsepower for auxiliary stage 
AHP - horsepower increase due to decreased back pressure 
BHP - brake horsepower 
PHP - propeller horsepower 
O.H. - gear ratio 
D„ - propeller dianeter feet 
J - advance dianeter ratio 
C p - propeller power coefficient 
Ct - propeller thrust coefficient 
B - propeller blade angle - degrees 
-ua - adlabatlc factor for auxiliary stage 
nj a - adlabatlc factor for tviin stage 
**8 - cons tant j j f c -
J - neohanicnl equivalent of heat 
t; - Inlet tenperatures to both auxiliary and main stages 
of superchargers - xssuned to be constant - absolute 
620° T. 
i 
CL - specific heat of air at constant pressure 
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T) - supercharger efficiency assumed to be constant 
6 - governor sett ing 
Compiled by; 
Approved: 
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A, 3 , 3 are farth axes, 
aA toward n^rth. 
X, T, Z are body axes, 
ox townrd airplane no«e. 
H a . 1 - Sketch of Sarth and Body Axet 
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J *l $ are wind axes 
X, Y, X, aro body axes 
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710. • - Sketch of C. G. Location 
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POINT OF CONTflCr 
frvi.MN WME.CL*> AND GROUND) 
TIO. 4 - Location of Point of Contact 
Between Main Wheels oad Ground 
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MOM-LIKBAR COimCIEHT KXjUtPUSS 
The following non—linear coeff ic ient* are typical examples of the 
different types of Input data. These examples were chosen at I l lus tra -
tions of the variety of slopes, magnitudee and Inflexion pslnts en-
countered in wind tunnel data. 
The largest t e n In the expression for l i f t coeff ic ient , f 1 ( w > i ' , T c ) 
i t shown on drawing B-3800O-G for Tc - 0. The curves for different 
flap angles, *>F, are approximately parallel and straight up to ths s t a l l 
point. At the s t a l l point the curvet are not very cr i t i ca l for computa-
tlont In the analyser since the s t a l l condition wi l l be handled empiri-
cally and the curves wi l l be modified at th i s point . 
? 4 ( M , BJJ) , drawing A-380O5-G, shows curves which cross each other. 
It wi l l be noted that the cross-overs occur at high Bach numbers (above 
O.o) corresponding to high airplane speeds. This contribution to the 
l i f t coeff ic ient i s United to low angles of attack since It i s Impossible 
to f l y at high angles of attack and high speeds. 
f ? ^ » R , ¥ ) , drawing B-38008-0, l l l u t t r a t s s a smoothly varying 
function whose curves cross at the origin. This contribution to the 
total drag coeff ic ient i s small cr negligible in normal f l ight but may 
become as much as 50i immediately after an outboard engine fa i lure . 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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RESTRICTED - 29 -
f ( o c , Tc - T' ) , drawing A^JB046-G, i s a funct ion which i s 
13 " | c 3 
di f f i cu l t to represent as an analytical function and, if represented by 
a function table, presents di f f icul ty in interpolation in the region 
near the origin. 
f 1 9 ( 8 , 6H. T' ) , drawing A-38053-&. Is typical of a family of 
a>"0 
CUTTOS considerably different fron the other curres discussed. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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TWO-STAGE K)TENTIO>aTKR MULTIPLIER 
A s i n g l e - s t a g e potentiometer m u l t i p l i e r Is shown on Sketch 1 of 
the f o l l o w i n g page . Input A I s suppl ied as an e l e c t r i c a l vo l tage 
and Input B I s converted to shaft r o t a t i o n by means of the servo system 
using a feedback potentiometer suppl ied with constant vo l tage £ . The 
product, C. I s obtained as a vo l tage output . For a g iven vol tage Input 
A, an error In C i s introduced by inaccurac ie s In the r e s i s t a n c e element, 
by back- lash or looseness in the c o n t r o l shaft find contact assembly and 
by lack of s e n s i t i v i t y a r i s i n g from a f i n i t e number of Increments in 
the r e s i s t a n c e element and from the dead lone in the servo system. 
Since errors due to these sources are approximately cons tant , that i s , 
Independent of shaft angle B, while the output vo l tage i s proport ional 
to B, f r a c t i o n a l errors in the output are approximately i n v e r s e l y pro -
por t iona l to B . This l i m i t a t i o n becomes s e r i o u s when one at tempts to 
cover a wide dynamic s ignal range. 
The two-stage multiplier extends the useful range of sensi t iv i ty 
by using two potentiometers in cascade. Such a system is i l lustrated 
in the second sketch. The f i r s t potentiometer sl ider i s driven through 
the scale factor angle 1/K while the second set of potentiometers per-
form the multiplication (B') ( l /K) . Because of the corresponding 
connection of the servo feedback potentiometers, angle B' equals the 
scale factor K times B. 





- X KB = &B -C 
SKETCH 2-
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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In operation, shaft positions 1/K will be adjusted .0 maintain 
shaft position B' well above the level of minimum sensitivity and 
noise. Shaft position 1/K can bo adjusted at the beginning of a 
particular computation to provide the proper scale factor for the 
following series of computations. However, as was planned for this 
analyzert the shaft position 1/K can be continuously adjusted by a 
servo system loosely coupled to shaft position B'. Such coupling 
system must be made through potentiometers, tachometers, and limit 
stops to properly coordinate the operation of the two potentiometer 
sets. 
The objective of the cascaded two-stage multiplier is primarily 
to increase the range of sensitivity rather than to Improve accuracy. 
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raSQ.UEMCT-HODULATM) SERVO 
An electro-mechanical computer requires numerous servos to drive 
U s mechanical elements, for a real-time aircraft analyser analogy 
computer, the requirements for these uervos would be particularly se-
vere. 
Wherever forces and accelerations are converted from e lec tr i ca l 
signals to the mechanical positions of Integrator carriages or multi-
plier potentiometers, servos must be used which are capable of follow-
ing the rapid fluctuations possible in these variables. 
The approximate specifications for the type of computing elements 
being considered are: 
1. Peak power outputs of about 100 watts 
2. Low standby losses 
3 . Vary high atatic accuracy including high s t i f fness 
4 . Extremely good transient response Including high maximum 
accelerations 
5. 400 cpa data 
A short survey of readily available servo types discovered none 
that showed promise of meeting these requirements* Instead, a new type 
of servo was developed ut l l l r lng the desirable character 1st lea of a 
frequency controlled low s l ip Induction motor. A block schematic of 
this system Is ahowr. In Drawing B-30010. A frequency controlled poly-
phase Induction molur Is deelrable for the following reasons: 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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1. High torque-slip ratio leads to good transient response 
and high accelerations and st i f fness at a l l operating 
speeds• 
2. Standby heating i s low because rotor losses are zero at 
s tands t i l l . High peak power outputs over short time 
intervals are thus available with small motors and low 
continuous heat-dissipating capacity. 
Supplying such a motor with varying frequencies requires consider-
able equipment. These frequencies oust vary from a maximum in one phase 
rotation to a maximum in the opposite phase rotation through a l l fre-
quencies in between, including zero. All c i rcu i t s carrying motor power 
must, therefore, be able to handle direct current as well as alternating 
currents up to perhaps 60 cps. 
This requirement i s met by using a beat-frequency osc i l la tor , the 
variable frequency unit of which i s adjustable both above and below the 
frequency of the fixed frequency osc i l la tor . The fixed frequency os-
c i l l a tor produces 3-phase voltages at osc i l la tor frequency. These are 
beat against the single-phase variable frequency resulting In 3-phase 
difference frequencies. 
The servo error signal i s detected and the resulting d-c supplied 
to the grid of a reactance tube across the plate load of the variable 
frequency osc i l la tor . An osci l lator output frequency proportional to 
••rvo error is thus obtained. 
The 3-phase difference frequencies are supplied to the thyratron 
power stages which supply the motor. The 3 power stages each consist 
of a pair cf gas triodes with a-c plate voltage supplied through trans-
formers. Which tube i s to fire and over how much of a plate-voltage 
cycle Is determined by the phase and magnitude of the osc i l lator output 
voltage supplied. The phase and magnitude of the voltage supplied to 
the motor winding Is thus determined by the osol l lator output, and the 
motor i s supplied with 3-phase voltages of the required frequency. 
The motor I tse l f can be any polyphase Induction motor but one 
especial ly designed for low inertia and low s l i p wil l provide better 
performance. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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An experimental servo of this type was built In a 50-vp.tt size. It 
proved very satisfactory. With proper adjustment it was found possible 
to obtain transient decay times of the order of .01 seconds with loads 
comparable to integrator drives. Static errors were within the errors 
of the data system and static stiffness was adequate. Measured dynamic 
and steady state characteristics were in good agreement with expected 
performance. 
The frequency modulated servo would te able to satisfy the more 
stringent servo requirements for the analogy computer. Considerable 
electronic equipment is needed for each servo but the amount is not ex-
cessive in view of the freedom from weight and space requirements in a 
computer of this type. The amount of equipment is also largely indepen-
dent of servo rating; changing the sire of the serve motor requires 
changing only the size of power stage thyratrons and transformers. 
further information as to the characteristics of the frequency-
modulated »ervo may be found in 6345 Reports 74 through 83 listed in 
Appendix h. 
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Below Is a l i s t of t i t l e s and brief descriptions of some reports 
which have been written during the progress of work on Contracts 
HOa(s)&216 and K0a(e)7082. Missing numbers in the series belong to 
reports which ar6 obsolete or have been withdrawn from circulat ion. 
Report 
No. Date 
4 Jan. 16, Two-Phase Induction Motors 
1945 
A study of the Diehl PPP-49-5 squirrel cage 
two-phase induction motor as a torque notor 
for use in the control force loading equip-
ment. 
5 Jan. 20, Phase-Sensitive Detector 
1945 
A bridge-type diode phase-sensitive detector 
for use in converting a-c to d-c signals . 
6 Jan. 7, Throttle Valve 
1945 
Preliminary t e s t s of the f i r s t model de-
signed for use in the control force loading 
equipment. 
7 Jan. 17, Viscosity vs . Wkage 
1945 
Studies of a Variable Displacement Hydraulic 
Pump. 
10 Jan. 17, Preliminary Estimates of numerical Value Ranges 
1 9 4 5 Por aircraft that tre to be handled by the 
Stability Control Analyier-
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.





12 Jan. 22, Lift Coefficients 
1945 
Data on the nature of l i f t coeff ic ients . 
13 Jan. 26, Strain Gauges for Control Force Measurenent 
1945 
Data *>n the Buge-del'orest Type wire strain 
gauge for use In oontrol force loading 
equipment. 
14 Jan. 30, Simulation of a Function of Several Variables 
1945 
This Is a report written and Issued originally 
by the Bel l Telephone laboratories. 
16 Feb. 6, Aircraft Osci l lat ions 
194S 
" a A l i s t i n g of the kinds of osci l lation* with 
natural period and damping to be expected 
in large a ircraft . 
19 Feb. 7, 60-Cycls Nodulator Circuit 
1945 
An electronic modulator c ircui t for converting 
d-c to 60-cycle a-c signals . 
21 Apr. 13, Control Transformers 
1945 
A report on laboratory t e s t s of standard 
Vary control tranefcrners 
22 Feb. 22, Preliminary Investigation of 9uaolng Circuits 
1945 
For adding and subtracting 60-cycle a-c 
voltages. 
23 Feb. 27, Precision Potentiometers 
194b 
Information on the Western Electric l ight-
weight precision potentiometer -
24 Feb. 28. Lift , Drag, and Side force Coefficients 
1946 
For use in the aircraft equations of motion. 
26 Apr. 19, Parallel-T letworks 
1945 
Szperlmental studies of parallel-T networks 
for use as servo derivative networks where a 
60-cycle carrier ie used. 




28 f a b . 1, Reeolver - Voltage Output and Phase S h i f t 
1945 
The vol tage output and phase s h i f t of Arna 
Corporation e l e c t r i c a l r e so lver . 
29 Mar. 2 3 , Summing Ampli f iers , E l ec t ron ic 
Second report . 
30 Mar. 26 , Potent iometers 
1945 
General comments. 
33 Mar. 26 , Tachometers 
1945 
Experimental t e s t s of Arms and Kollsman a-c 
tachometers. 
35 Mar. 23 , Prel iminary Tests of an Electro-Mechanical In ta -
1945 gra tor . 
36 May 3 , D e s c r i p t i o n of Proposed Control fore* Demonstrator 
1945 
37 Apr. 28 , Control Column loading Equipment, Analys i s of 
1945 Component Parts 
38 May 4 , Control Column loading Equipment, S t a b i l i t y and 
1945 Gain of Proposed Closed-Cycle Schematic 
41 Apr. 5 , S tra in Gauge Preampli f ier 
1945 
44 Apr. 20 , D e t e c t o r s , P h a s e - S e n s i t i v e , Pull-Way* 
1945 
48 May 4 , S ignal Calibrator 
1945 
49 May 10, Numerical Ranges of Aerodynamic Constants 
1945 
50 May 14, Equations of Motion, Revised with Sketches 
1945 
62 May 18, Low-Pass RC F i l t e r 
1945 
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Servo Ampl i f ier Ana lys i s 
Noise Level Tes t 
Pre l iminary report . 
Control System Information 
B leva tor , A i l e r o n , and rudder data . 
P a r a l l e l - * aa a Der ivat ive Network 
T h e o r e t i c a l study. 
Kollaaan Tachometer 
Standard Atnoaphere Data 
Tabulat ion and curve . 
Conference Note a 
On d lacuaa lon of methods t o handle take -o f f 
and land ing , a t a l l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n , compress i -
b i l i t y e f f e c t s , cockpi t ins truments , e n g i n e e r ' a 
pane l , c en ter of g r a v i t y , cockp i t motion, 
v i b r a t i o n , and n o i s e . 
64 Oct. 3 1 , Squatlone for A ircra f t n i g h t 
1946 
JUvieed and expanded, Apr i l 4 , 1946 
65 Aug. 2 3 . Magnetic S h i e l d i n g 
A aummary of aone publlahed worka on s h i e l d i n g 
magnetic f i e l d s . 
68 Oct. 1 , Transformer T l e l d Tests 
1945 
An I n v e s t i g a t i o n of the s trength of the • a g -
n a t i c f'-eld produced by transformers under 
s imulat ion c o n d i t i o n s of normal o p e r a t i o n . 
69 Nov. 16, Phaae Measurements 
M M 
A summary of publlahed material on methods 































70 Oct . 3 1 , Baaponse of networks to Modulated Sinusoidal Inputs 
A t h e o r e t i c a l treatment d i s c u s s i n g t ransmiss ion 
of modulated s i g n a l s through l inear networks. 
71 Aug. 17, DC Voltage Regulators 
1 9 4 5 C i r c u i t s for a vo l tage regu la tor with an o u t -
put impedance of approximately 0 .01 ohm and 
1 m i l l i v o l t r i p p l e . 
74 Mar. 12, Thyratron Control C i r c u i t s 
1946 
P a r t i a l report on 6 0 - o y c l e p l a t e vo l tage 
operat ion for frequency modulated servo 
power s tage . 
75 Jan. 22, frequency Modulated Servo System 
1946 
3-Phase modulator s t a g e . 
77 Jan. 21 , Frequency Modulated Servo System 
10 k i l o c y c l e 3-phase and var iable frequency 
o s c i l l a t o r s . 
78 Mar. 25, Frequency Modulated Servo System 
Report on power stage c i r c u i t s . 
79 Mar. 9, Frequency Modulated Servo System 
1946 
l i e s ign and teat c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the servo 
motor. 
60 Mar. 1, Frequency Modulated Servo System 
Tes t r e s u l t s . 
61 Mar. 7, Frequency Modulated Servo System 
Mathematical a n a l y s i s of servo system. 
82 Jan. 2 1 , Frequency Modulated Servo Syatam 
1946 
P h a s e - s e n s i t i v e d e t e c t o r s t a g e . 
83 Mar. 7, Frequency Modulated Servo Syatem 
194c 
Report on complete system. 
84 Nov. 1 , Regulated Power Supply 
1945 
Data on Western E l e c t r i c power supply type 
ho. CV 20 AAE, BOORD No. ESSXX 679247 















Molee Level Back Teats 
Summary of nolee l e v e l t e s t e In analogue 
computing c i r c u i t s . 
Coder for D i g i t a l Computer 
Timing Signal Generator 
A c i r c u i t for g e n e r a t i n g two-microsecond 
p u l s e s at 125,000 p u l s e s per second r e p e t i t i o n 
r a t e . 
















Apr. 4 . 
1946 
Mar. 4 , 
1946 
The Binary System of Numbers 
A descr ip t ion of the binary system with comments 
on binary and dec imal e q u i v a l e n t s , subtrac t ion . 
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n , d i v i s i o n , and complements. 
Hlse Time of Short Coax ia l Cables 
Some Psych ia tr i c Observat ions on Cockpit Design 
by Dr. Holder of Massachusetts General Hospital 
Noise Level Test Back Amplif ier Tests 
Constants and Curves f o r a Twin Engine AirpLane 
( c a l l e d Modal A) for Analyzer Equations. 
This Is a se t of c o n s t a n t s and n o n - l i n e a r 
coe f f i c i en t s : for a t y p i c a l airplane as d e s -
cribed by the e q u a t i o n s in Report B-64 
(Appendix A.) 
Design of tha Mechanical System for Transmitt ing 
Control Forces from the Loading Equipment to the 
Cockpit Controls 
Cockpit Mounting and Actuat ing Mechanism 
Showing overhead cockp i t mounting and comments 
on cockpit p i t c h , r o l l , and v e r t i c a l motion. 
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